Abstract
Introduction

19
This paper deals with video sequences taken by an 20 uncalibrated camera in an unknown environment. Our 21 interest is to estimate as many parameters as possi-22 ble on the camera and objects motion and the camera 23 projection using a strategy of hypothesis testing. Several authors have already been interested in par-36 ticular cases of projection [2,5,9,13,14,16] or displace-37 ment [3, 4, 8, 17] . Some of them consider several cases 38 and compare each result, in order to automatically de-39 termine which case was performed.
40
We call by general case the situation where we do 41 not know anything about motion or camera projection. 42 A particular case is when we know (or make the hy-43 pothesis) that a parameter is null, constant or known, 44 or related to other parameters. A particular case has 45 fewer parameters and/or simpler equations than the 46 general one.
47
The motivations for these studies are threefold:
48
• to eliminate singularities of general equations by 49 considering each case that may conduct to singular-50 ity,
51
• to estimate the parameters with more robustness 52 using a simplified model (an adapted model gives 53 more accuracy than the general one as shown in 54 [18]), M = RM + t.
79
A rotation matrix R depends only on three parameters 
83
A rigid displacement is then parameterized by six pa-84 rameters.
85
We note byr the antisymmetric matrix representing 86 the cross product r ∧ ·:
88
The rotation matrix R = e r∧· = er can be developed which occurs frequently in images sequences except 154 with high speed objects.
155
If the motion is larger, we can also consider the 156 second order expansion
About extrinsic parameters
159
The rotation parameters are related to the rotation 160 axis and the rotation angle by r = 2 tan (θ/2)u, where 161 u is a unitary vector giving the direction of the rotation 162 axis.
163
Some components of u can be known or null. Some 164 value of θ may yield singularities; θ = π/4 and the 165 rotation axis is parallel to the translation vector for a 166 screw displacement.
167
Some robotic systems give precise values of the 168 robot displacements (angle, axis, translation). Some 169 values may be known (we denote by θ 0 a constant and 170 known value of a parameter θ ). Other informations 171 regarding parallelism or orthogonality to a known di-172 rection or to an other vector may also be available:
173
• the rotation axis is orthogonal to the translation 174 plane (e.g. planar motion):
176
• screw displacement: 
All constraints on motion
179
All these constraints, also called "atomic particu-180 lar cases", have simple expressions that can be easily 181 combined. In this purpose, we use the fact that u is 182 a unitary vector and that, for monocular systems, the 183 norm of translation cannot be recovered. To parame-184 terize these vectors with only two parameters, we di-185 vide each component by a non-zero component. Then, 186 the dot product and scalar product induce linear rela-187 tions. For example, t 2 = 1 and t ⊥ r are equivalent 188 Table 2 . 
Generating all cases
191
All particular cases, each called a "molecular case", 192 are generated by combining the atomic cases and solv-193 Table 2 Table of particular cases of displacements 
212
It is easy to eliminate incompatible constraints. It 213 is not possible to deal with redundant constraints, be-214 cause this requires to compare each set of combined 215 constraints with all others in order to determine the 216 similarity. The complexity of this process is O(n 2 ).
217
Although we cannot remove redundant cases, we 218 propose an adapted strategy to deal with the large num-219 ber of cases. The idea of this paper is: (i) to eliminate 220 some of the redundant cases by using some consider-221 ations on the atomic cases and (ii) to limit the number 222 of cases by studying the particular forms of the matri-223 ces. 
Reducing the number of cases
225
Some redundancy are obvious
226
• In case (R1), one case of axis and angle is consid-227 ered.
228
• In cases (R2) and (R3), we do not consider (a1) 229 when θ is equal to π/2.
230
• The case (a1) is only considered if r t, (Z2). 
278
This particular form was obtained from cases where 279 the rotation was approximated to its first and second 280 order, the translation is parallel to the x-axis, the ro-281 tation axis is orthogonal to the optical axis and the 282 intrinsic parameters are free. 
Conclusion
284
In an earlier study on homographic matrices [11], 285 we have shown that it is possible to reduce the amount 286 of particular cases in order to make the case selection 287 computationally feasible. In this paper, we have shown 288 that a similar result can be obtained with fundamental 289 matrices using redundancies. We have experimentally 290 confirmed that our system is able to automatically se-291 lect the case corresponding to the performed displace-292 ment.
293
The applications are twofold: (i) an incremental 294 reconstruction of the scene and (ii) the segmen-295 tation of objects moving with different displace-296 ments or with different geometric properties in video 297 sequences.
298
This work has also been extended to mo-299 tion estimation of human head inside MRI scan-300 ner, improving the registration of fMRI volumes 301 [12] .
302
Appendix A. 304 We denote by n o the form number, by p the 305 number of parameters (we have not taken into ac-306 count the fact that the fundamental matrix is de-307 fined up to a scale factor and that det F = 0 but 308 we do so in our implementation) and by n the 309 number of molecular cases that have generated a 310 form.
311
U N C O R R E C T E D P R O O F
n o p Simplified form of fundamental matrix For example generated by n 
